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Introduction

To use Zoom, please confirm the following important points in advance.

・Good access to the Internet is very important.

*Generally, at least 40 Mbps using wired LAN cable at the speed measurement site; ‘fast.com’ 
will be needed for good Web environment.

・Please find the quiet place without noise.
・Check the camera, speaker, microphone of your computer.
・Earbuds with microphone or headsets microphone is recommended if it’s possible.
・Close all unnecessary applications of your computer before starting time for reducing burden.
・Confirm if it’s the latest Zoom app in advance.  If it’s not, update is needed.

Zoom site;

https://support.zoom.us/hc/ja/articles/201362233?mobile_site=true

・If it’s the Mac computer, some specifications are slightly different.
However basic functions, buttons’ layout are the same.
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https://support.zoom.us/hc/ja/articles/201362233?mobile_site=true


Preparation and Arrangement for the day of meeting
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Before
the day

July 5th

02:00PM
to
05:00PM

System Environment Setting
for Zoom Webinar

Topic: The22nd Annual Meeting of the RNA Society of Japan Line test

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84886146617?pwd=NEpqcFV4LzNnR0NWQ245TWFGcUtzUT09

ID: 848 8614 6617 Passcode: 169013
The day 30 min before

the session starts
Test for whole connection at the
waiting room

URL will be sent on July5th

5min before Leave the waiting room
Standby at the presentation
room

All participants turn OFF the video and the microphone.

1min before Streaming start Streaming for viewer’s site will start.
The streaming on the screen will be the title slides of the academic meeting before session.
Video ON, microphone OFF for all participants at this moment in silence.
When it’s the opening time, the chairpersons will be introduced by the announcement.
Afterward the chairpersons turn on the own microphone and go on.

Starting time
for the session

Session starting These are the procedure as follows.
1. The chairperson: opening address, then introduce presenter’s name, the department or

institute and its title.
2. Let the presenter turn on the microphone and standby.

The presenter turns on the microphone following instructions by the chairperson, and begins
the presentation sharing screen.

3. Discussion Live streaming
 After that, repetition of the same way for other presenters.

Closing time
for the session

Session complete Closing remarks by the chairperson
Afterwards the chairperson and presenters leave the room.



How to participate in the waiting room

On the day of the meeting, the test for connection will be held at the Zoom meeting room (waiting room)
30 minutes before the session of each.
*URL of Zoom meeting room (waiting room) will be sent on July 5th.
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◆What to do on the day of meeting (waiting room)
1.Confirm all connection individually; one by one.
2.Check presenter’s angle of view, size adjustment on the screen, brightness, background image and so on.
3.Voice check such as no noise, clear sound, also confirm whether the voice of host reaches.
4.Keep opening the PPT presentation data and wait in order to do the screen sharing test individually.
5.Please make sure that we ask the chairperson and also presenters to turn on/off the own camera or own    
microphone.
6.If wired LAN is used, double check if there is no poor functioning such as plugged out.

Sender: Secretariat of the 22nd Annual Meeting of the RNA Society of Japan
E-mail add: rna22@shinsen-mc.co.jp
Subject: The 22nd Annual Meeting of the RNA Society of Japan   URL of waiting room

1.Open the URL in the e-mail, click the red point below 2. click the red point below, ‘participation with 
video’

3. click the red point below, ’participation in audio by   
computer’.

mailto:rna22@shinsen-mc.co.jp


How to enter the room of the presentation site

When the whole test of connection has done, please move to the actual Zoom Webinar URL immediately.
Remember; video OFF and microphone OFF at this moment

The chairpersons are introduced by the announcement. 
That is the sign ( cue ) of opening.

The chairpersons turn ON its own microphone and go on.
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Actual URL of Zoom Webinar will be sent on July 5th

Sender: Zoom
e-mail: no-reply@zoom.us
title: panelist of The 22nd Annual Meeting of the RNA Society of Japan

mailto:no-reply@zoom.us


Starting Session
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Starting session

When the presentation of previous presenter approaches the end, please prepare for screen sharing
and also unmute at any time.

＜ Presenter ＞

①When it’s the time for the actual meeting, the chairpersons will be introduced by the announcement.
Following the chairperson to proceed with the meeting, turn on the microphone and give a presentation.

② Please share the screen during the presentation

③ About the live streaming at discussion
During the live streaming, the button ‘raise your hand’ function will be used for questions.
Participants click the button ‘raise your hand’, then the chairperson calls on the name of questioner.
After that the questioner turns on the own microphone and ask questions.

④ Following that, the presenter turns on the microphone and answer.

⑤When both presentation and discussion are over, turn OFF the video and microphone, and leave.
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Screen Voice  /  Contents participants
【Comments by chairpersons】 【Comments by chairperson】

Chairperson:  I declare the 22nd Annual Meeting open.

I am…..
Now it’s time to…….

⇒The first presenter starts video, unmute
Chairperson: ex.: the first presenter is….

ex.: Entry number ……..
The title is………..
Mr./Mrs………..

① 【Presentation】 【Presenter】
Thank you for ………….

⇒Presenters share the screen and begin the presentation.
When PPT finished, stop the screen sharing.

② 【Discussion】 【Discussion】
Comment by chairpersons: Thank you for …………Now let’s move on to discussion. 
Chairpersons call on a questioner.
↓
Operator turns on the sound of the questioner.
↓
The questioner turns on the own microphone and ask questions.
↓
The presenter turns on the own microphone and answer the questions.
↓
The selection of the questioners is up to the chairpersons depending on the 
progress of the meeting.
⇒Repetition from ① to ②

The button ‘raise your 
hand’ function will be 
used for questions.

Participants click the 
button ‘raise your hand’, 
then the chairperson 
calls on the name of 
questioner.
After that the questioner 
turns on the own 
microphone and ask 
questions.

When it’s time to begin, the chairpersons will be introduced by the announcement.
The chairperson turns on its microphone and goes on.

Session Flow    in the case of the presentation LIVE
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Screen Voice  /  Contents participants
【Comments by chairpersons】 【Comments by chairpersons】

Chairperson: I declare the 22nd Annual Meeting open.
I am…..
Now it’s time to…….

Chairperson: Ex: the first presenter is….
Ex: Entry number ……..

The title is………..
Mr./Mrs………..

① 【Presentation】
⇒Slides streaming by the operator
⇒Presenter check own video OFF, microphone OFF

② 【Discussion】 【Discussion】
Comment by chairpersons: Thank you for …………Now let’s move on to discussion. 
Chairpersons call on a questioner.
↓
The operator turns on the sound of the questioner.
↓
The questioner turns on the own microphone and ask questions.
↓
The presenter turns on the own microphone and answer the questions.
↓
The selection of the questioners is up to the chairpersons depending on the 
progress of the meeting.

⇒Repetition from ① to ②

The button ‘raise your 
hand’ function will be
used for questions. 
Participants click the 
button ‘raise your hand’, 
then the chairperson calls 
on the name of 
questioner.

After that the questioner 
turns on the own 
microphone and ask 
questions.

When it’s time to begin, the chairpersons will be introduced by the announcement.
The chairperson turns on its microphone and goes on.

Session Flow   in the case of playing the video file
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How to use the Screen Sharing
①Click the screen sharing button at the bottom of the computer screen. 

②Choose the window you’d like to share, then click the ‘sharing’ 
button at the bottom right of the screen.

③If it’s not the condition of the slideshow, turn on the slideshow and 
begin the presentation.

①Click the button of ‘stop sharing’ using your mouse pointer.

②It’ll switch to a camera image, and the screen sharing will be suspended.

【Stop of Screen sharing】
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Discussion  Q&A session
Basically questions from viewers will be accepted using ‘raise your hand’ function.
*Click the button ① , then participants using ‘raise your hand’ function move to  ② .
①The chairperson is supposed to call on the name of a questioner and let the person ask questions saying 
“Mr./Mrs. ……. Question please.”
②The operator allows the microphone (sound) function to the questioner. 
③The questioner turns on the own microphone and start talking.
④When the question is done, the presenter turns on the own microphone and answer the question.

*In case of no question from anyone, the chairperson may need to prepare some questions instead.

Time control
Time control of the session and presentation is up to the chairpersons depending on the progress of the 
meeting. 11
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Contact

【Operation Secretariat】
Shinsen Medical Communications, K.K.
Phone: 025-278-7232

If there is anything regarding technical support, please contact the number below.
【Technical Support】 8:00 to 18:00

From July7th till July 9th ONLY

090-7814-8980（Nakamura)
090-5436-5986（Shoji）

E-mail：rna22@shinsen-mc.co.jp
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